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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011 (385) through NASA SP-
7011 (395) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7011, and by means
of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience
and biotechnology. Entries prepared are identified as follows:
1. NASA entdes by STAR accession numbers (N94-10000).
2. Open Literature entries by accession numbers (A94-10000, A94-60000).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that






2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,





In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same
subject term. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, pa_cuiady human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract section citations in the individual supplements appear in the index.





HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract
section citations in the individual supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)






All contractnumbersthatare identified in the abstract section citations in the individual supplements
appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may
require multiple searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71 -C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging




HOW TO USE THE ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All documents that were acquired, indexed, and announced in STAR during the year which have been
assigned a unique identification number appear in this index. For example:
N94-10001
N94-10002
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found
in the appropriate supplement. The page number range of each supplement appears on page ii of this
index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second
column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 230 will be found in Supplement 391
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine & Biology is found
in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Govemment Printing Office (GPO), with 53
regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference
services. At least one copy of nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or
microfiche format, is received and retained by the 53 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO
libraries, arranged alphabetically by state, appears on the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales
outlets. A local library can contact a Regional Depository to help locate specific reports, or direct contact
may be made by an individual.
PUBUC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British Library
Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library Lending
Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters may
purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both
the symbols # and * from ESA-Information Retrieval Service European Space Agency, 8-10 rue Mario-
Nikis, 75738 CEDEX 15, France.
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SUBJECT INDEX
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY I A Continuing Bibliography
1994 Cumulative Index
Typical Subject Index Listing
I SUBJECT HEADING 1
AGING (BIOLOGY)
6The aging military aviator: A review annotated
[--'_1 ACCE SSION
INUMaER I J NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject
content of the document. The title is used to
provide a description of the subject matter. When
the title is insufficiently descriptive of document
content, a title extension is added, separated
from the title by three hyphens. The accession
number and the page number are included in
each entry to assist the user in locating the
abstract in the abstract section. If applicable, a
report number is also included as an aid in identi-
tying the document. Under any one subject heading,
the accession numbers are arranged in sequence.
A
ABDOMEN
T_en_:l_ne. vtlual realdy, end surgery
p 245 N94.33641
ABERRATION
V_uel neural development end cl_rometic Ibefrabon
I AD-A277402 t p 234 N94-32345
ABILITIES
As_ments Of estrortaut @ftactNarteSS
p 58 A94-10503
Reed, hess to perfo_n teshng: A cntcal lu_l_ of ttte
conceot and current Wecaces
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/131 p 39 N94-13193
A torthcommg key I_'ess can be _ wh_ elrlier
ones are executed
IIZF-1993-B'2 J p 105 N94-19422
ABIOGENESIS
FeS/FeS2: A re<fox system for the ongm of life
IHTN.94.00314 ] p 281 A94-62281
ABLATION
The effects of ares postrema _eslons and eelecbve
vagotomy on mobon-md_med _ taste avar_n
p 118 N94.21910
ABSORBENTS
Integration of the Molecular Sieve Oxygen Generating
System (MSOGS) into the UH-60Q MEDEVAC
Blackhawk
l AD.A277668 } p 252 N94.33589
Method and appeJltUS for the cofiectmct, storlge, and
real tmne analyms of blood and other bodily fkJids
{ NASA-CASE-MSC-22463-1 } p264 N94-36766
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
Factors determining the release of nitric oxide --
Csloum / cadrr_m transoort by rensl corr_il coflec_ c_ct
cells
lAD-A266232] p 17 N94-17224
ABSORPTION SPECTRA
Algorithm-development activities
[NASA-CR-193225] p 120 N94-23538
Femtosecond transient graling studies of electron
transfer in porphynn and chlorophyll donor-&cceptor
molecules
IDE94-009694 ] p 268 N94-36555
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
Non-mvasqve opt_-.al detecbon of glucose in cell culture
nutnent medium p 131 N94-25357
Femtosecond transient sbsoq)tmn studms of the light
hervestang Chl a/b protein complex of Photosystem 2 in
h0gher plants
{DE94-0096841 p 262 N94-36481
Solvent effects on the energabcs end 0ynam0cs of
ultrafest electron transfer mchlorophytl-poq)hynn-eccept or
tnads
I DE94-0096931 p 267 N94-36554
ABSORPTIVITY
Nonlinear relet_nships between pafliculate absorption
and chlorophyll: Detritus Or pigment packag,ng "_
lAD-A266806] p 14 N94-14899
Ak:JOnthnH:ievelopmen t actNltles
{NASA-CR-lg32251 p 120 N94-23538
ABSTRACTS
Annual h0stoncel report, calendar year 1992
lAD-A2670501 p 46 N94-15663
Ckr_..el IcNesbgatlO_ program
[AD-A275025J p 214 N94-29116
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Compsretwe centrifuge evaluation of the Air Force
Advanced Technology AntPG Sud (ATAGS) end the Navy
Enhanced Anb-G Lower Enesmb_e (EAGLE)
JAD-A275348 } p 222 N94-28996
Procedures and metn_l for enti-G lUlt evaluations
IAD-A27534S} p 223 N94-28997
The US Nlvy/C_,eniduln DClEM rea4_rch ntlat,ve on
pressure breathing _ogy p 254 N94-33636
ACCELERATION STIRESaES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Nabonal Aerospace Plane (NASP) eoc_Harabon profiles
- Effects of low.level +Gz on reschon tame. keypad entry.
and reach error
[IAF PAPER 93-1561 p 59 A94-11152
Devek)p_mnt of • _ for ecce_abon research
in c_l end c_,ekx_centa110k_ogy
[IAF PAPER 93-166J p 2 A94.11160
System lest relKitts ot ttte Advanced Technology Anti-G
S_t (ATAGS)
{AD-A271535] p 112 N94-20914
/i_l grevily in spice flight
lAD-A273420) p 134 N94-24g28
Theow.'trogael_.em_ parelx_icfh0ht
p 176 N94-27452
Comperetive centrifuge evaiualx_ of the Air Force
Advanced Technofogy Anti-G Suit (ATAGS) arKl the Navy
Entranced Anb-G Lower Ensemble [EAGLE)
IAD-A275348] p 222 N94-28996
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
MObO_ end llNitml dia.ormntat0on systems: Special
research _iu
[AD-A26St551 p 27 N94-11097
C,u_r_Jtsbveeffect of _ted l_ef ciKebaal nlchemla
IAD-A267tS5] p 46 N94-15736
System test re_ts Of _ Advanced Technology Ant_G
Suit {ATAGS)
[AD-A271535} p 112 N94-20914
The,_-.trog_uo_-=m¢_nngpanax_: f_t
p 176 NtM-27452
Vorlicll gaze _ dunng parabolic flight
p 176 N94-27453
Heart tile chenge in normel _ Ilby_rdttectom_ed
bemstanl _ iNlra_0olic flight p 176 N94-27454
Effects of imaginary target on induced eye mowm_m_
by linear eccetamtJon p 200 N94-27456
The Regorts of Aaromedic_ Llboretory, vofume 33,
numbor 4
IJTN-94-_] p 184 N94-27942
_M pedorma_¢e of e modtf_KI Space Shume
Reentry An0-G Suit {REAGS) _ _KI without WOSSUre
socks p 255 N94-33655
A CMitlbase to evaluate eccetatabon (+ Gz) k¢iuced loss
of consoousnsss (G-LOC) in the human centrifuge
[AD-A278769] p 265 N94-35707
Janua_ 1995
ACCEPTOR MATERIALS
Solvent effects on the energetics and dynamics of
ultrelast electron transfer in chlor ophyll-poq:dlynn- accept or
triads
{ DE94-009693 ] p 267 N94-36554
Femtosecond transient grating studies of electron
transfer tn porphynn and chlorophyll donor-ecceptor
molecules
[DE94-O096941 p 268 N94-36555
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
OSHA bloodborne pathogens standards exposure
control plan p 52 Ng4-16645
Human re_mbdity analysts application guide
[DE93-015361 ] p 91 N94-18244
Evaluation of head inlurY cnterm
INIAR-93-21 p t00 N94-20190
ACCIDENT PRONENESS
Awet_on eccKlent risk lor a,rmen w'th aphekla and
artificial lens implants
(DOT/FAA/AM-93/11 ] p 26 N94-10813
ACCIDENTS
A compenson of four methods of rewarming N_:ln/KluelS
cooled by _nmers_n in cold walar p 190 N94-28442
ACCUMATIZATION
Effect of double den_y caging dunng Space ShuttFe
transpo_l of laboratory rats
INASA-CR-193228] p 4 N94-1 t180
Space research On organs and t,ssues
p 94 N94-19214
Effects of freezing end cold acclimabon On the plasma
membcane o4 isolated protoplasts
[DE94-012487} p 263 N94-37248
ACCOMMODATION
Accommodat0on during instrument wewmg can be
influenced by knowledge O1 of>lect d,stance
(AD-A,?.78987] p 264 N94-35528
ACCUMULATORS
W_le-hendw¢lth h_n-resoIubon search for
extrelermsmal intelligence
INASA-CR-1947241 p 113 N94-20336
ACETATES
Convemon Of ace_c ec_d to methane by mermol_itss
[DEe3-014433] p 3 N94-t0652
ACETIC ACID
Convenl_n of acetic ec=d lid malhene by then_des
IDE93-014433] p 3 N94-10652
Conven_on of acetic ec¢l to methane by _hdes
[DE94-012478) p 263 N94-37434
ACETYLAllON
Bloorganic models for prOtein iOn chartn_s
lAD-A2663651 p 16 N94-16441
ACID BASE EQUlUBRIUM
Mmamll llcbc cabeoty el atmude. Eflecl of b_lrbonete
Io_ p24 A94-11094
ACOUSTIC ATrENUATiON
Detew_naborl of muttq:)tesound sources
[AD-A277379 ] p 233 N94-32096
A eslf.orgsnmng neural network architecture for eudno_
end speech pe_cepbon with applm.abo_s to acoust¢ end
Other tsmporel prediCtX_'_ problems
lAD-A277526} p 247 N94-33708
ACOUSTIC COUPLING
Research on acoustic coupling to electromagnetic
puless in twue
{AD-A264764] p 5 N94-11583
ACOUSTIC M_NEMENT
Nolle levels end the_ effects on Shuffle crewrnembars'
parfomll_lce: OperelJor_l concerns p 61 N94-11538
An mvesti_etion of ecousbc noqes requlremants for the
Sp_ceStation_ taa_y
|NASA-TM-106811} p 240 N94-32936
ACOUS11C PROPERTIES
Overview of NASA human response to sor.c boom
program p 244 N94-33499
ACOUSTIC SOUNDING





U.S Tag for ISO/TC 43. acoustms, IEC/TC 29
electroecoustJcs, and ISO/TC t08/SC4 human exposure
to mechar, c.4tl v_xebon and shock: M_u4es of the
acoredfled standards commmee on bioecoustCs. $3
[AD-A273014) p 113 N94-21309
ACQUIRED IMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME
Re4:KI ll_Nty tesbng of Mycot)actorium Iv(urn
compJex and Mycobactenum tuberculous iso(atsd k'om
AIDS patients
[NASA.CR-1962GS] p 262 N94-36996
ACTIVATION (BIOLOGY)
Vacuum-UV-effects on E coil plumld pUC19:
Inactivabon, ltrlnd broak inducbon end mutabon
induclJon
[DLR-FB-93-26] p 171 N94-27754
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
In vwo _ modets Of body _ in agthg
[DE93-0t2527) p te N_4.t7eeo
_nvffY (o_LoaY)
colm_ 2229
[NASA-CR-194734] p 111 N94-20338
Monitoring _ with a wet-worn _ Effects
of ampHor pam_xmd wid mrem_d vana_m
lAd-A274705] p 173 N94-26377
A compw_ of 0kxm ecored tram
e_-vcencepNCo_i_y to map _¢omd by wn¢
act_l_y
[AD-A,?.?3739] p 173 N94-26748
ACTlVlTY CYCI.F.S (BIOLOGY)
The 2rid Annual MmlX_ Of me Socw_ for Research
on SC_0_cal Rhymes
[AD-A2S48_] p 26 N_t0e72
A cameroon Of po_0nmr¢ end L'_n_Vc _
of sleep uemg a 5-c_annel programmable-aansitivk'y
acUgrl_
[AD-A270731 ] p 9e N94-19e06
Circadian countermeeaures for shiflworkem during
USMP-2: A report to mmaton
(NASA-CR-195260] p 224 NAN-30188
ACTUATORS
Ictua_1 ;or human esnlory
tesd_Ick
( AD-A269266] p91 N94-t 7aNt
ADAPTATION
Effects of Orthcets_c and an1_orthoatatic stms = on
patonl and ItenotJc coronary ettsrkls _I lwmo
p 1 A94_t0511
pe,.ceptuat ms;_ to vteu,I nofse Ond dlSl:_kWnNKia
[ NASA-CR-103406] pe0 N94-11511
Charoctoriza_on of _ physics effects on
cardio_zK_ar response to micmgfave/(G-S72)
p 97 NaN-IS163
Human _ _ lUlm, opIlll_an featom
ho_e
[AD-A274340] p 194 NAN-27066
Work condltJons assessment in pitota and Qtround
panmnn_ und_ h_p_ v,uUw _mp_m_n_
p203 NAN-28444
Cwcadian countermeasures for 1_41wodzonl during
USMP-_. A report to rnmmn mlmagemont
[NASA-CR-t952(_] p 224 N94-301_1
tso_lm 0 itram paramo_ cone_uid to ikekmd
IKtsmSt,=_ p 231 NIN-3Ige0
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Eye.glze and mtmt: Appkcs_on _n 3D m_face
conm_
[DE93-015210) p 115 Ng4-14335
Comrltxd_on to me el_J0oration Of some additive co_wo_
_ for f_montUon ;xocu_m monlmmg
[LAAS-92513] p 15 Ne4-15643
ADOUC11
Chemic_ irid IIn_ctullJ dlllcts_zltion Of nltroeromJ¢
ack:k_6"_w_t_ h_
[AD-A2e0533 ] p285 N94-3?0e9
l'RI_11E
The evok_on Of Onorw_ Wei'm: S_.dws
,Mth an::m.mecW_
|NASA-CR.1IN130] p9 N94-13562
The _,,c4u_n Of merw-nn_M:in0 W_Wn'. Stuck"
_ an extr_me_ h_op,hilic _cha_OWium
(NASA.CR-lg_e0_) p 131 NIN-24e07
The wok_on Of _.ww-mmKM:m0 W_m'B. S_udm
,,,dth ludlestl::_hl
[NASA-CR-195129] p 131 N94-24811
z,._e_4y _ Of My_eeoterium avium
complex and _ tubomuloe_ Imlm_l from
A00S
[NASA,CR-t 962(M) p L_.
M_ImON
C,ont_nu_ mon_mng of PacW_ m_Mnt
p243 NAN.33658
AI_IESlVE JOINTS
Chant41 in hip iml:4ant mmm
[NASA.CASE-MFS-26987-1 ] p 271
M)tlESIVES
Mater_M Research Society Sympo_um Proofs,
VokJme 292: Biomofecular Matenlds
lAD-A265776] p 14 N94-15138
ADIPOSE TIIBUES
Nuclear MedcP, e Program
[DE93-012696] p 56 N94-17_
in vwo enim41 m(x:idls of body composition in aging
(DE93-012527] p 18 N94-17880
Metabolic changes end hamodynemic dysfunction
_k_,_g hypot*w._c _xx_
lAD-A269760] p 96 N94-t8598
ADRENAL GLAND
The mtracelkdar oeco_l messeng_ syslem in c-lo_ gene
inducbon by ACTH p 161 N94-27477
Snes and Ixin protem slmtl'mm
[PB94-170750) p 261 N94-35601
ADRENAL METABOLISM
Stre_ and brain Wote_ _
[13894-170750] p 261 N94-35601
ADRENERGIC$
Rev*,w Of p_umacek)0¢aJ approach to m_, ce_d
tolerance p230 N94-31740
_DF_0_rr¢OlltO_N (ACTH)
The innceUulor eecend meemmg_ Wstem in c-foe germ
inck/¢lJon by ACTH p 161 N94.27477
AI_ORI_rlON
Re0.0a_ Of a_ b,cts_at gmv_h by ,doom*d
wo_m
[AD.A267756] p 17 N94.17275
_ldmOOES
Chemical chatacts_zabon of _ aero410i¢ liquids in
CELSS p 119 N94-23241
AEROEMBOU_
Hypot_ e_omcm_ pmb_ mqu_w_ and
Ix_ng emironmenl p78 N94-11541
Aned_ gu emtao_ kl anitude-n:lu¢od dloon_
mckmm p27 Ng4-11543
( AD-A2752_l ] p214 N94-29071
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IAD.A2T/S;20] p 248 NAN-34606
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I AD-A200412] p266 h1_1-37224
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p 110 N94-244_B
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p204 NIN-26426
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_ MEDICINE
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Operational radio_l suppoct for the US manned
apace program p79 N94.11561
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Wo_utho_
[NASA-CP-10068] p 35 N94.t1991
Carotid-cardiac bsromflex: Reqlbon _ Orlho_atic
_k_ s_n'_datsd n_=o_av_ and
p35 N94-t 1992
Pulrno_w_ function m m_or_: KC-135 experience
p35 N94- t1994
circulatory llemodynemics as a function of
gNl_t_nal strlN_ p36 N94-11995
G_¢ol-kvsx_d _4)ed_/dm_on p26 NaN-It gg_
Sp*c_m enWy_ Of r_0 _ v_md)_s and
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Effect Of _ LBNP and ul_ne mgee_ On i_mm
vofum _id Orthomtc mmomm du_ng bed rest
p36 N94-11990
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tolonmoe p36 N94-11999
Hormo_ _on Of r,_d and e_cW_/_ mmbo,w.
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JTN-IM-II0_ ................................. p215 N94-29709 #
J_ ................................. p 212 N94-2/l/LSO #
JTN.,Iklk,l_35_9 ............................... p 215 N94-2ge63 #
J'Ir'N-_4-80606 ................................. p 191 N94-28495 //
J_14 ................................. p I_5 N94-27_4 #
K_AUO-00-03_ 102 ...................... p 18 N94-17729
KAERI/RR-1114/91 ..................... p 173 N94-265a19
KAERI/RFI-1214/92 ...................... p 157 N94-2_470
KNMI-TR.10_A ............................... _) 100 N94-20238
KURRI-TR-3_3 ................................ p 3 Ng4-10688
L-17231 ........................................... P 40 N94-13714 " #
Lo17377 ........................................... p 267 N94-37282 " #
LA-UR-93-1099 ............................... p 5 N94-11667 #
LA-UR-93-_0g ............................... p 95 N94-19666 #
LA-UR.93-3651 ............................... p 157 N94-2_B_o3 #
LA-UFI-93-3960 ............................... p 243 1',194-33734 #
LA.UR-r.J.,40e8 ............................... p 183 N94-2TI44 #
LAJJR_I-16 ................................... p 232 N94-32732 #
I.AAS-92513 .................................... p 15 N94-15643 #
LAIR-IR,,,480 .................................... p 47 N94-15741 #
LAIR-IR-481 .................................... p 47 N94.15740 #
LNR-IR-482 .................................... _ 53 N_4-18783 #
LAIR-477 ......................................... p 48 N94-16544 #
LAIR-478 ......................................... p 49 N9_16558 #
LAIR-,486 ........................................ p 16 N94.16545 #
LBL,32745 ...................................... p 54 N94.16812
LBL..33442 ...................................... p 109 N94-1e_35 #
UBL-341s= ....................................... p 262 N94.36269
LBL.34224 ....................................... p 95 N94-19626
I.BL,-35050 ....................................... p 219 N94.31323 #
LBL-3544e ....................................... p 263 N94_37156 #
LC-93-_5_20 .................................. p 130 Ig94_24704
LMSC-F280196 .............................. p 108 N94.18484 • #
F-4
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
M-735 ............................................... p 199 N94-27437 " #
ME/ES-TR-94-1 .............................. p 264 N94-35266 * #
MRL-TN_49 ................................... p 223 N94-29093
NAL-TM_46 ................................... p 82 N94-13388 #
NAL-TR-1147 .................................. p I$0 N94-10731 #
NAL-TR-1185 .................................. p 195 N94-27584 #
NAMRL-SR-92*4 ............................. p 180 N94-11098 #
NAMRL-SR-g3-2 ............................. p 191 N94-28756 #
NAMRL-SR-93-3 ............................. p 192 N94-26346 #
NAMRL-SR93-1 .............................. p 27 N94-11097 #
NAMRL-1382 .................................. p 63 N94_12975 #
NAMRL-1383 .................................. p63 N94-12982 IF
NAMRL-1385 .................................. p 196 N94-28754 IF
NAMRL-1386 .................................. p 136 N94-26179 IF
NAMRL-1387 .................................. p 234 N94-32187 IF
NAMRL-1389 .................................. p 263 N94-37045
NAS 1.15:103832 ........................... p 77 N94-11375 * #
NAS 1.15:103953 ........................... p 15 N94-15548 " IF
NAS 1.15:103978 ........................... p 92 N94-176_6 " IF
NAS 1.15:1039(]7 ........................... p 4 N94-11191 * IF
NAS 1.15:103991 ........................... p 39 N94-12972 * #
NAS 1.15:104010 ........................... p 8 N94-13447 * IF
NAS 1.15:104015 ........................... p 1549 N94-27227 ° IF
NAS 1.15:104018 ........................... p 140 N94-23970 * IF
NAS 1.15:104755 ........................... p 38 N94-12832 * #
NAS 1.15:104756 ........................... p 142 N94-24165 * IF
NAS 1.15:104775 ........................... p 64 N9_13961 * IF
NAS 1.15:104776 ........................... p 82 N94-13399 " #
NAS 1.15:104762 ........................... p 120 N9_21863 * IF
NAS 1.15:104795 ........................... p257 N94-33957 * IF
NAS 1.15:107198 ........................... p 158 N94-27411 " IF
NAS 1.15:107744 ........................... p 90 N9_17452 * IF
NAS1.15:106441 ........................... p226 N94-31380 IF
NAS 1.15:108442 ........................... p 201 N94-27952 Ill
HAS 1,15:106457 ........................... p258 N_1_33973 IF
HAS 1.15:108778 ........................... p 124 N94-23575 IF
NAS 1.15:108780 ........................... p45 N94-15537 IF
NAS 1.15:108781 ........................... p 133 N94-26093 IF
NAS 1.15:108783 ........................... p 133 N94-26210 #
NAS 1.15:108785 ........................... p 133 N94-24102 IF
NAS 1.15:108787 ........................... p46 N94-15711 IF
NAS 1.15:108792 ........................... p 140 N94-23974 #
NAS 1.15:108797 ........................... p 118 N94-23068 IF
NAS 1.15:108800 ........................... p 155 N94-2601_ #
NAS 1.15:108803 ........................... p 259 N94-34951 " IF
NAS 1.15:108804 ........................... p 133 N94-26066 " IF
NAS 1.15:106810 ........................... p236 N94-330Q8 " IF
NAS 1.15:108811 ........................... p240 N94_32936 * IF
NAS 1.15:106823 .......................... p 252 N94-33808 * #
NAS 1.15:10911118 ........................... p 76 N94-11258 " IF
NAS 1.15:109191 ........................... p 94 N94-13979 " IF
NAS 1.15:109192 ........................... p 83 NI94-13712 * #
NAS 1.15:109199 ........................... p 158 N94-27412 * IF
NAS 1.15:109332 ........................... p 46 N94-15_a8 " IF
NAS 1.15:109350 ........................... p 125 N94-21812 " IF
NAS 1.15:109682 ........................... p 138 N94-24855 " IF
NAS 1.15:109721 ........................... p 1113 N94-27556 * #
NAS 1.15:4483 ............................... p92 N94_17017 " Ill
NAS 1.15:4501 ............................... p 17 N94-17257 * IF
NAS 1.15:4502 ............................... p 93 N94-19210 #
NASl.15:4580 ............................... p206 N94-29401 IF
NAS 1.21:7011(374) ...................... p31 N94-11689
NAS 1.21:7011(375) ...................... p 26 N94-10398
NAS 1.21:7011(376) ...................... p 26 N94-10399
NAS 1 _1:7011{378) ...................... p46 N94-16478
NAS 1.21:7011(379) ...................... I) 43 N94-14412
NAS 1_r1:7011(380) ...................... p 48 N94-16479 "
NAS 1.21:7011(381) ...................... p 97 Nt14.t_ *
NAS 1.21:7011(382) ...................... p 117 N94-18936 *
biAS 1.21:7011(383) ...................... p 102 N94-2121m *
NAS 1.21:7011(384) ...................... p 184 N94-28219 "
biAS 1.21:7011(385) ...................... p231 N94-32348 *
NAS 1.21:7011(386) ...................... p 184 ND4-26208 *
NAS 1.21:7011(387) ...................... p 184 hlllM-28213 "
NAS 1_1:7011(388) ...................... p229 N94-31414 *
NAS 1.21:7011(389) ...................... p 2"31 N9442347 °
NAS 121:7011(390) ..................... p248 N94-34e02 *
NAS 121:7011(391) ...................... p262 N94-35345 "
NAS 121:7011(392) ...................... p267 N94-37445 *
NAS 1_6:177634 ........................... p 126 1_4-23527 * IF
NAS 1_6:177640 ........................... p259 N94-34706 * IF
NAS 1_:1_1256 ........................... p 134 N94-24227 "#
NAS 1.26:188279 ........................... p 190 N94-27410 * IF
NAS 1.26:188479 ........................... p 1106 NIM-18484 • IF
NAS 1.26:189319 ........................... p 125 N94-23080 * IF
NAS 1_6:190299 ........................... p 240 N94-321N7 * IF
NAS 1.26:191326 ........................... p 81 N94-13132 " IF
NAS 1.26:192568 ........................... p 3 N94-10380 * IF
NAS 1.26:192569 ........................... p 4
NAS 1.26:193225 ........................... p 120
NAS 1.26:193228 ........................... p 4
NAS 1.26:193232 ........................... p 3
NAS 1.26:193406 ........................... p 60
NAS 1.26:193462 ........................... p 49
NAS 1.26:193474 ........................... p 80
NAS 1.26:193476 ........................... p 6
NAS 1.26:193560 ........................... p 8
NAS 1.26:193607 ........................... p 17
NAS 1.26:193622 ........................... p 39
NAS 1.26:193644 ........................... p 92
NAS 1.26:193706 ........................... p 110
NAS 1.26:193803 ........................... p 131
NAS 1.26:193807 ........................... p 97
NAS 1.26:193883 ........................... p 129
NAS 1.26:193938 ........................... p 197
NAS 1.26:194105 ........................... I) 8
NAS 1.26:194107 ........................... p 42
NAS 1.2(}:194123 ........................... p 12
HAS 1.26:11)4124 ........................... p 8
NAS 1.26:194130 ........................... p 9
HAS 1.26:194176 ........................... p 11
NAS 1.26:194177 ........................... p 92
NAS 1.26:194189 ........................... p 53
NAS 1.26:194258 ........................... p 42
HAS 1.26:194276 ........................... p 115
NAS 1.26:194402 ........................... p 12
NAS 1.26:194423 ........................... p 9
NAS 1_6:194568 ........................... p 106
NAS 1,26:194654 ........................... p 17
NAS 1.2_:194658 ........................... p68
NAS 1.2_:194683 ........................... p 111
NAS 1.26:194724 ........................... p 113
NAS 1.26:194734 ........................... p 111
NAS 1.26:194739 ........................... p 125
NAS 1.26:194784 ........................... p 149
NAS 1.26:194801 ........................... p 123
NAS 1.2_:194826 ........................... p 120
NAS 1.26:195_2 ........................... p 129
NAS 1,.26:195102 ........................... p 120
NAS 1.26:195109 ........................... p 147
NAS 1.26:195129 ........................... p 131
NAS 1.26:195149 ........................... p 148
NAS 1.219:195171 ........................... p 138
NAS 1.26:195210 .......................... p 210
NAS 1.2_:I_'_0 ........................... p _P'_4
NAS 1.26:195261 ........................... p 210
NAS 1.26:195490 ........................... p 149
NAS 1.26:195503 ........................... p 148
NAS 1.26:195504 ........................... p 148
NAS 1.26:195507 ........................... p 148
NAS 1.26:195506 ........................... p 149
NAS 1.26:1_ ........................... p 147
NAS 1.26:195516 ........................... p 131
NAS 1.26:195687 ........................... p 201
NAS 1.26:195710 ........................... p 171
NAS 1.26:195913 .......................... p237
NAS 1.26:19_004 ......................... p 261
NAS 1..26:1960_0 ......................... p 264
NAS 1.26:1_B097 .......................... p 264
NAS 1.2'8:1_102 ....................... p 262
NAS 126:196121 ........................... p 265
NAS 1.26:196268 ........................... p 262
NAS I,,21_:196272 ........................ p
NAS 1.26:4528 ............................... p 79
NAS 1.28:4548 .............................. p 11
NAS 1.26:4_03 ............................... p224
NAS 1.55:10068 ............................ p 35
NAS 1.55:10128 ............................. p 151
NAS 1,55".3252 ............................... p 1114
NAS 1.60:3346 ............................... p 124
NAS 1.6_F,1 .............................. p 40
NAS 1,(10:3401 ............................... p 88
NAS 1.80:3412 ............................... p 12
NAS 1.60:.3420 .............................. p 91
NAS 1._0:3422 ............................... p 111
NAS 1.60:3424 .............................. p 112
NAS 1.6_.3433 .............................. p 113
NAS 1.60:,3453 ............................... p 267
• NAB 1.(1_,3456 ............................... p 124
NAS 1.61_.3474 ............................... p 225
NAS 1.(10".3477 ............................... p 240
NAS 1.61:1324 ............................... p I99
NAS 1.71:LAR-149_9-1 ................ p 54
NAS 1.71:MFS-21_7-1 ................ p_V71
NAS 1.71:MFS-J1-1 ............. p 271
NAS 1.71:MSC-2171S-1 ............. p 15
NAS 1.71:1_219_11-1 ............... p 15
NAS 1,71:MSC-22244-1 .............. p 88
NAS 1.71:MSC-2233_1 ................ p 262
NAS 1.71:MSC-2236_1 ............... p262
NAS 1.71:MSC,-22463-I ................ p 264
NAS 1.83:207 ................................. p 31

































































































NASA_ASE-MFS-28633-1 ........... p 112 N94-20493 *
NASA-CASE-MF_P28707-1 ........... p 259 N94-35115 *
NASA_:;ASE-MF_P28987-1 ........... p 271 N94-36840 * IF
NASA_:;ASE-MF_P28991-1 ........... p 271 N94-36838 * #
NASA_ASE-MSC-21560-2 ........... p 261 N94-35232 *
NASA_ASE-MSC-21715-1 ........... p 15 N94-15967 * #
NASA_ASE-MSC-21752-1 ........... p 111 N94-20194 *
NASA_::ASE-MSC_21775-1 ........... p 100 N94-20372 "
NASA_CASE-MSC-21984-1 ........... p 15 N94-15989 " #
NASA__,ASE.MSC-22060-1 ........... p 261 N94-35_66 *
NASAK:;ASE-MSC-22244-1 ........... p 88 N94-15883 * #
NASA-CASE-MSC_22336-1 ........... p 262 N94-36751 " #
NASA_CASE-MSC-22368-1 ........... p 262 N94-36765 * #
NASA-CASE-MSC-22463-1 ........... p 264 N94-36766 * #
NASA-CP-10068 ............................. p35 N94-11991 " #
NASA-CP-10128 ............................. p 151 N94-25490 * #
NASA_C:P-3252 ............................... p 184 N94-28361 * #
NASAl:R-177634 .......................... p 126 N94-23527 * IF
NASA-CR-177640 .......................... p 258 N94-34706 * #
NASA-CR-188256 .......................... p 134 N94-24227 " #
NASA_:;R-188279 .......................... p 199 N94-27410 * #
NASA-CR-188479 .......................... p 10e N94-18484 * #
NASA-C:R-189328 .......................... p 125 N94-23080 * #
NASA-C:R-190299 .......................... p 240 N94-32697 • #
NASA-CR-191326 .......................... p 81 N94-13132 * #
NASA-CR-192568 .......................... p 3 N94-1(X)80 • #
NASA_.,R-192569 .......................... p 4 N94-11201 " #
NASA-CR-193225 .......................... p 120 N94-23538 " #
NASA-CR-193228 .......................... p 4 N94-11180 * #
NASA-CR-193232 .......................... p 3 N94-11045 " #
NASA_.__-193406 .......................... p60 N94-11511 " #
NASA-CR-193462 .......................... p 49 N94-16609 * #
NASA-CR-1g3474 .......................... p 80 N94-12365 " #
NASA-CR-193476 .......................... !)6 N94-12559 * #
NASA-CR-193560 .......................... p 8 N94-12795 " #
NASA-CR-193_07 .......................... p 17 N94_17090 * IF
NASA-CR-193622 .......................... p 39 N94-121_0 * IF
NASA-CR-193644 .......................... p g2 N94-10865 * #
NASA-CR-193706 .......................... p 110 N94-19349 * #
NASA_;:R-193803 .......................... p 131 N94-24807 " #
NASA.-CR-lg3807 .......................... p g7 N94-I_ * IF
NASA-,CR-1_J683 .......................... p 129 N94-24310 * #
NASA-CR-193938 .......................... p lg7 N94-26788 * #
NASA-CR.194105 .......................... p 8 N_4-12793 * #
NASA-CR-194107 .......................... p 42 N94-13782 * #
NASAl:R-194123 .......................... p 12 N94-14097 " #
NASA_C_R-194124 .......................... p $ N94-13210 * #
NASA_R-194130 .......................... p 9 N94-13562 * #
NASA_R-194176 .......................... p 11 N94-13865 * #
NASA-CR-194177 .......................... p 92 NI_4-13066 * #
NASA.,CR-1_I189 .......................... p 83 N94.13674 * #
NASA-OR-194258 .......................... p 42 N94-13_24 * #
NASA,CR-194276 .......................... p 115 N94-21897 " IF
NASA-CIR-194402 .......................... p 12 N9_14494 * #
NASA-CR-194423 .......................... p g N94-13473 * #
NASA-CR-19456_I .......................... p 106 N94*2011B8 * #
NASA-CR-194654 .......................... p 17 N94-17279 * #
NASA-CR-1B465_ .......................... p68 N94o17296 * #
NASA-C_-l_44}_3 .......................... p 111 N94-200_3 * #
NASA-CR-194724 .......................... p 113 N94-2033G * #
NASA-CR.194734 .......................... p 111 N94-20338 * #
NASA-CR-194739 .......................... p 125 N94-21810 * #
NASA-CR-194784 .......................... p 149 N94-24857 " #
NASA,,CR-194801 .......................... p 123 N94-23331 " #
NASA-CR.I_J_6 .......................... p 120 NI)4-23501 " #
NASA_:;R-1950_2 .......................... p 129 N94-24124 * #
NASA-CR-195102 .......................... p 120 N94-23633 " #
NASA_::;R-195109 .......................... p 147 N94-24329 " #
NASA-CR-195129 .......................... p 131 Ng_k24811 " #
NASA-C;R-195146 .......................... p 148 Ng4-2470G " #
NASA-CR-195171 .......................... p 138 NI)4-247gg " #
NASA-CRolg5210 .......................... p 210 N94-29968 " #
NASA_:R-195260 .......................... p 224 N94-30188 * #
NASA,.CR-1_'_-_61 .......................... p 210 N94-2ffiM3 * #
NASA-C;R-195490 .......................... p 149 N94-24956 * #
NASA..CR-IIFaS03 .......................... p 148 N94-24786 * IF
NASA_:_R-195_04 .......................... p 148 N94-24667 * IF
NASA-CR-195507 .......................... p 148 Ng4-24331 * #
NASA.,CR-19550_ .......................... p 149 N_I-24835 * IF
NASA.CR-195509 .......................... p 147 N94-2433CI * IF
NASA4::R-195516 .......................... p 131 N94-24810 * #
NASA-CR-1954_7 .......................... p 201 N94-27934 * IF
NASA-CR-195710 .......................... p 171 NS)4-27940 * IF
NASA_R-195_13 .......................... p 237 N_4-31447 *
NASA-CR.19_(X)4 .......................... p 261 N94-35257 * IF
NASA-CR-lg6030 .......................... p 264 Ng4-352f_ * IF
N/_S_-GR*11_097 .......................... p 264 N94-35379 " #
NAS_-C_-I_102 .......................... p 262 N94-_986 * #
NASAl;R-196121 .......................... p 265 N94-37005 " IF
NASA-CR.1_68 .......................... p 262 N94-389_8 * IF
NASAl:R-196272 .......................... p 273 N94-37458 * #
NASA-CR-4528 ............................... p 79 N94.11627 * IF
NASA-CR-4549 ............................... p 11 N94-14028 * #
F-5
NASA-CR-4603
NASA-CR-4603 ............................... p 224 N94-30122 * IF
NASA-NP-207 ................................. p 31 N94-117B7 " #
NASA-RP-1324 ............................... p 199 N94-27437 " #
NASA.SP-7011(374) ...................... p 31 N94-11689 "
NASA-SP-701 I(375) ...................... p 26 N94-I0396 "
NASA-SP-7011(376) ...................... p 26 N94-I0399 "
NASA-SP-701 I(378) ...................... p 48 N94-16478 "
NASA-SP-7011{379) ...................... p 43 N94-14412 "
NASA-SP-701 I{380) ...................... p 48 N94-16479 "
NASA-SP-701 I(381) ...................... p 97 N94-19069 *
NASA-SP-7011(382) ...................... p 97 N94-18936 "
NASA-SP-7011(383) ...................... p 102 N94-21288 *
NASA-SP-7011(384) ...................... p 184 N94-28219 "
NASA-SP-7011(385) ...................... p 231 N94-32348 "
NASA-SP-7011(386) ...................... p 184 N94-28206 "
NASA.SP-7011(387) ...................... p 184 N94-28213 "
NASA-SP-7011(388) ...................... p 229 N94-31414 *
NASA-SP-7011(389) ...................... p 231 N94-32347 *
NASA-SP-7011(390) ...................... p 248 N94-34602 *
NASA-SP-7011(391) ...................... p 262 N94-35345 "
NASA-SP-7011(392) ...................... p 267 N94-37445 "
NASA.TM-103832 .......................... p77 N94-11375 " #
NASA-TM-103953 .......................... p 15 N94-15548 * #
NASA-TM-103978 .......................... p 92 N94-17636 * IF
NASA-TM-103967 .......................... p 4 N94-11191 * #
NASA-TM-103991 .......................... p 39 N94-12972 * #
NASA-TM-104010 .......................... p 8 N94-13447 " IF
NASA-TM-104015 .......................... p 158 N94-27227 " #
NASA.TM-104018 .......................... p 140 N94-23970 " #
NASA.TM-I04755 .......................... p 38 N94-12832 " #
NASA.TM-104756 .......................... p 142 N94-24185 * #
NASA-TM-104775 .......................... p 64 N94-13961 " #
NASA-TM-104776 .......................... p 82 N94-13,,_19 * #
NASA-TM-104782 .......................... p 120 N94-21B63 * f
NASA-TM-104795 .......................... p 257 N94-33_'7 " #
NASA-TM-107196 .......................... p 158 1'494-27411 " IF
NASA-TM-107744 .......................... p 90 N94-17452 * #
NASA.TM-10e441 .......................... p 22B N94-31380 " #
NASA.TM-106442 .......................... p 201 N94-27952 " #
NASA.TM-10e457 .......................... p 2515 N94.33973 * IF
NASA-TM-10e778 .......................... p 124 N94-23575 * IF
NASA.TM-106760 .......................... p 45 N94-15537 " IF
NASA-TM-10e781 .......................... p 133 N8,4-26093 " IF
NASA-TM-108783 .......................... p 133 N94-2_?.10 * IF
NASA-TM-108785 .......................... p 133 N94-24102 " IF
NASA-TM-106787 .......................... p46 N94-15711 " IF
NASA-TM-106792 .......................... p 140 N94-23974 " IF
NASA-TM-106797 .......................... p 119 N94-230ea " IF
NASA.TM-10eS00 .......................... p 155 N94-26096 " IF
NASA-TM-106803 .......................... p 259 N94-34951 " IF
NASA-TM-10eS04 .......................... p 133 h194-2e096 " IF
NASA.TM-10e810 .......................... p 236 N94-33(Xm * IF
NASA-TM-108811 .......................... p240 N94-329_6 " IF
NASA.TM-106823 .......................... p _ N94-33e(_ " IF
NASA.TM.109188 .......................... p 76 N94-11258 * IF
NASA-TM.109191 .......................... p 84 N94.13979 " IF
NASA-TM-109192 .......................... p B3 N94-13712 ° IF
NASA-TM-109199 .......................... p 158 NIM.-27412 " IF
NASA-TM-109300 .......................... p 83 N9,4-13601 "
NASA-TM-109304 .......................... p83 N94-I 3611 *
NASA.TM-109307 .......................... p 83 N94-13615 "
NASA.TM.109332 .......................... p46 I,,194-15658 " IF
NASA.TM-109350 .......................... p 125 N94-21812 * IF
NASA.TM-109428 .......................... p (15 N94-15499 *
NASA.TM-109464 .......................... p 86 N94-15359 "
NASA.TM-109465 .......................... p 86 N94-15360 "
NASA.TM-109466 .......................... p 86 N94-15361 "
NASA.TM-109471 .......................... p 87 N94-15402 "
NASA-TM-t09473 .......................... p06 N94-15377 "
NASA-TM-109475 .......................... p 45 N94-15361 "
NASA-TM-109476 .......................... p 87 N94-15383 *
NASA-TM- 109480 .......................... p87 N94-15441 "
NASA-TM-109488 .......................... p 85 N94-1§194 "
NASA-TM-109489 .......................... p 85 N94-15195 "
NASA.TM-109492 .......................... p 85 N94-14790 *
NASA-TM-109494 .......................... p 88 N94-15453 "
NASA-TM-109495 .......................... p 86 N94-15330 "
NASA-TM-109496 .......................... p 88 N94-15480 *
NASA.TM-10949e .......................... p M N94-15462 *
NASA-TM-109504 .......................... p 88 N94-1_14 *
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FLORIDA




(904) 392-0366 Fax: (904) 392 7251
GEORGIA











(808) 948 8230 Fax: (808) 956-5968
IDAHO
UNIV. OF IDAHO LIBRARY
Documents Section
Moscow, ID 89843





Springfield, IL 6270 t- 1796
(217) 782-7596 Fax: (217) 524-0041




140 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 232 3678 Fax: (317) 232-3728
IOWA
UNIV. OF IOWA LIBRARIES
Govt Publications Dept
Washington & Madison Streets
Iowa City. IA 52242
(319) 335-5926 Fax: (319) 335-5830
KANSAS
UNIV. OF KANSAS
Govt Documents & Map Library
6001 Malalt Hall
Lawrence, KS 66045-2800
(913) 864-4660 Fax: (913) 864-5380
KENTUCKY
UNIV. OF KENTUCKY LIBRARIES
Govt Publications/Maps Dept
Lexington, KY 40506 0039






Baton Rouge, LA 70803


















College Park, MD 20742






(617) 536-5400 ext 226
















309 19th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55455





106 Old Gym BIdg
University, MS 38677
(601) 232 5857 Fax: (601) 232-5453
MISSO URI




(314) 882-6733 Fax: (314) 882-8044
MONTANA
UNIV. OF MONTANA
Maureen & Mike Mansfield Library
Documents Div.
Missoula, MT 59812-1195
(406)243-6700 Fax: (406) 243-2060
NEBRASKA
UNIV. OF NEBRASKA - LINCOLN













5 Washington Street -
PC Box 630
Newark, NJ 07101-0630
(201) 733-7812 Fax: (201) 733-5648
NEW MEXICO




(505) 277-5441 Fax: (505) 277-6019
NEW MEXICO STATE LIBRARY
325 Don Gaspar Avenue
Santa Fe, NM 87503
(505) 827-3826 Fax: (505) 827-3820
NEW YORK
NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY




(518) 474-5563 Fax: (518) 474-5786
NORTH CAROLINA
UNIV. OF NORTH CAROLINA -
CHAPEL HILL
CB#3912, Davis Library
BA/SS Dept, - Documents
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
(919) 962-1151 Fax: (919) 962-0484
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIV. LIB.
Documents Office
Fargo, ND 58105
(701) 237-8886 Fax: (701) 237-7138
In cooperation with Univ. of North
Dakota, Chester Fritz Library
Grand Forks
OHIO
STATE LIBRARY OF OHIO
Documents Dept.
65 South Front Street
Columbus, OH 43266
(614) 644-7051 Fax: (614) 752-9178
OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA DEPT. OF LIBRARIES
U.S. Govt Information Div.
200 NE 18th Street
Oklahoma Cily, OK 73105-3298












(503) 725-3673 Fax: (503) 725-4527
PENNSYLVANIA
STATE LIBRARY OF PENN.
Govt. Publications Section









(803} 656 5 t 74 Fax (803) 656 3025
In cooperation with Unw of South
Caroline, Thomas Cooper Library,
Columbia
TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS STATE UNIV. LIBRARIES
Govt Documents
Memphis, TN 38152




P.O Box 12927 t201 Brazes
Austin, TX 78711
(512) 463-5455 Fax: (512) 463-5436
TEXAS TECH. UNIV. LIBRARY
Documents Dept.
Lubbock, TX 79409
(806) 742-2268 Fax: (806) 742-1920
UTAH
UTAH STATE UNIV.
















(206) 753-4027 Fax: (206) 753-3546
WEST VIRGINIA










(608) 262-2781 Fax: (608) 262-4711




814 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wl 53233
(414) 278-2167 Fax: (414) 278 2137
POSTMASTER
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